Exploiting the fact that natural languages are complex systems, the present exploratory article proposes a direct method based on frequency distributions that may be useful when making a decision on the status of problematic phonemes, an open problem in linguistics. The main notion is that natural languages, which can be considered from a complex outlook as information processing machines, and which somehow manage to set appropriate levels of redundancy, already "made the choice" whether a linguistic unit is a phoneme or not, and this would be reflected in a greater smoothness in a frequency versus rank graph. For the particular case we chose to study, we conclude that it is reasonable to consider the Spanish semiconsonant /w/ as a separate phoneme from its vowel counterpart /u/, on the one hand, and possibly also the semiconsonant /j/ as a separate phoneme from its vowel counterpart /i/, on the other. As language has been so central a topic in the study of complexity, this discussion grants us, in addition, an opportunity to gain 1 Corresponding author. Email addresses: manuel.ortega@ucr.ac.cr (M. Ortega-Rodríguez), hugo.solis@ucr.ac.cr (H. Solís-Sánchez), ricardo.gamboa@iftucr.org (R. Gamboa-Alfaro).
Introduction
Natural languages are complex systems and as such are expected to share many features with other complex systems [1, 2] . The purpose of this article is to use this idea to present a direct method based on frequency distributions that may be useful in general when making a decision on the status of problematic phonemes in natural languages, an open problem in linguistics [3] . The potential usefulness becomes evident when comparing the simplicity of the method with the intricate nature of theories dealing with phoneme status determination.
The whole approach is based on the idea that natural languages are complex systems and as such have already "made the decision" on whether a particular linguistic unit is a phoneme or not.
Complex systems manifest different types of emergent structures. Interestingly, the emergent structure is often similar across different types of physical systems and can be usually modeled as a network, language not being the exception [4] . Such networks usually have the property of being "small-world" (i.e. possessing high connectivity in spite of not being chaotic), at least in some scales [5] . If not having a Zipf or Zipf-like distribution [6, 7, 8] , the behavior of the relevant parameters will at the very least show some degree of smoothness. The reason behind this type of distribution, it has been argued, is that it makes communication efficient [9] . We use the notion of smoothness to suggest an elegant criterion for phonemeness.
Natural languages have been shown to possess simple frequency versus rank distributions at the word frequency level, where, as we mentioned, Zipfian and near-Zipfian distributions have been documented (Zipf distributions were actually first observed in natural languages [10] ). However, there is nothing particularly special about analyzing language at the level of words (which may not even be a precisely defined psychological class). Such a particularity would actually be contrary to the spirit of complexity, as it would single out a particular scale. In reality, sentence length also shows an emergent structure and smooth dependence of the parameters [8] .
The appreciation of structure at the phoneme level, however, is somewhat hindered by the fact that one has direct computational access only to the letters and not easily to the actual phonemes, a situation complicated by the idiosyncratic nature of the spelling in some languages.
2 This is why the use of Spanish is useful. Although there is nothing special about the phonology of Spanish language per se, its relatively phonemic orthography (including diacritical marks) makes it suitable for the kind of study this paper undertakes.
The method is thus immediately applied to the case study of semiconsonants in Spanish. We find the method to be clean and obtain support for the claim that at least one of the Spanish semiconsonants is a separate phoneme, thus contributing decisively to a long-standing issue. (Deep, "internal" model mechanisms, however, are of course not directly revealed by the method, at least at this stage.)
As we describe below, this exploratory method is coarse-grained, as some important assumptions are made. For example, we average over important dialectal differences of Spanish. As with other approaches to complex systems (see e.g. Ref. [11] ), a "low resolution" stance avoids the distraction arising from details that are not essential to the phenomenon in question. In particular, the approach does not go beyond a very rough phonemization of the data. The intentional avoidance of details also has the virtue of removing possible biases. There is no obvious reason why in principle the method could not be applied to any phoneme candidate in any language, provided one has at least a rough phonemic transcription of a sample.
The present research has been done in the style of physics, not linguistics, as the main guidelines were simplicity, "low resolution" and randomness (as in the selection of the sample text). Priority was given to a "top down" approach.
We thus took a complicated, long-standing problem and used a simple insight to solve it. Detailed values of the entropy and redundancy, although calculated, were actually not needed to establish the main conclusions, as visual inspection of the graphs turned out to be enough, in a similar fashion as when visually identifying outliers in general. We consider this fact a strength of the approach. Physics has plenty of examples were insightful counting was the way out of baffling dead ends, as in the Gibbs paradox and the anomalous Zeeman effect.
Method and case study: semiconsonants in Spanish
We expound here the method by describing it while we apply it directly to a case study, namely the determination of the phonological status of semiconsonants in Spanish (not there being to our knowledge anything particularly unique about Spanish or about semiconsonants).
Establishing the phonological structure of a language is no easy task.
In particular, the phonemic status of semiconsonants in Spanish has been termed "problematic," and there exists a long-standing discussion in the literature [12, 13] (and Spanish is by no means unique in this sense). As the problem is entangled with prosody and morphological features, different competing attempts for a solution have been proposed, none of which resulting triumphant. A different, "third party" approach to this problem, especially one which is independent of traditional linguistic models, is therefore timely and valuable.
The issue at hand is the following: are the semiconsonant glides in words such as "tiene" and "bueno" (represented by the letters "i" and "u", respectively) separate phonemes, or are they merely allophones (i.e. phonetic variants) of the respective vowels /i/ and /u/? main problem with this interpretation is that it requires a priori knowledge of stress position, and thus the introduction of stress as a phoneme. Phonemic stress, however, has not been a historically preferred approach among linguists and runs contrary to neurocognitive evidence [14] . The other option, namely granting phoneme status to semiconsonants, is not perfect either, unfortunately, because it turns out that stress does not become completely predictable even in this case [12] , although it is true that it becomes much more predictable than in the economical case. As the situation remains unresolved, frustration surfaces in the form of "quasi-phonemic contrast" discussions [15] .
We intend to solve this issue by examining carefully various frequency versus rank distributions with different working hypotheses concerning phonemic candidates, and assessing possibilities by looking at the behavior of the graphs, in particular, their smoothness.
Smoothness as a feature commonly appears in optimization processes.
Given that natural languages can be regarded as complex networks showing universality and optimization (for example, in their small world property), we conclude that it makes sense to employ smoothness as a candidate marker for correct phoneme counting. Moreover, the suitability of smoothness becomes clearer after the following consideration.
As smoothness is a relative quality, it is important to establish a benchmark for non-smoothness. One of such benchmarks can be obtained, for example, by (artificially) treating /t/ and /d/ in Spanish as the same phoneme, even though it is known they are not. In such a case, the results (in the form of broken, jagged plots) look similar to what happens when one takes /u/ and /w/ to be the same phoneme. Another benchmark for non-smoothness can be created by using letters (which in their obsolescence do not keep up with the language) instead of phonemes, as discussed below. Here again, the resulting jagged pattern resembles that of treating /t/ and /d/, or /u/ and /w/, as the same phoneme.
As discussed in the previous section, we use a coarse-grained method and some important assumptions are made. For example, we have assumed that text is a good enough proxy for speech for the purposes of our exploratory study. (A complete list of assumptions can be found in Appendix A.)
A random text was chosen, its size being around 23 thousand characters
(not counting spaces). After all characters were lower-cased and diacritical marks eliminated (see, however, below), a very simple phonemization was carried out (as described in Appendix B), focusing on the most basic features of spelling conventions. Frequency distributions for the characters were then calculated, ignoring spaces, punctuation marks, and non-alphabetic characters. Smoothness and information theoretical values were finally computed.
We defined F (n) as the fractional frequency of the n-th element (putative phoneme), where n runs from 1 to N, the total number of phonemes, and
A reasonable value for the smoothness [16] of a given frequency distribution was then calculated using the standard deviation of D(n) and its mean:
while the Shannon information per symbol [17] was computed using
where the sum runs from 1 to N. Redundancy is given by
Results and discussion
The results are presented in Figs. 1 to 7 and in Table 1 that, in spite of the usefulness of the details of Table 1 , the main conclusions can be readily appreciated from visual inspection of the figures alone.
We will use make bad proxies for phonemes. number of phonemes to 23). Thus, the word "su" would be rendered /su/ while "bueno" would be rendered /bweno/. In this last word, the two sounds /w/ and /e/ occur within the same syllable (i.e. they form a diphthong), which is a condition for the appearance of the semiconsonant phoneme. Instrumentally, we replaced all occurrences of the letter "u" next to a vowel (on either side) by a "w", indicative of the separate phoneme /w/. Nondiphthong adjacent occurrence of "u" and vowel (as in "baúl") has a very low statistical frequency (probability ∼ 0.0001), and therefore its neglect is inconsequential.
It is remarkable, and the main finding of this paper, that such a minor modification can smooth out the curve so dramatically, remedying the gap after position 15 in Fig. 1 . This strongly suggests that the gap was an Non-smoothness at distribution extremes, however, is not uncommon in this type of plot, where the distribution couples to "external conditions" (which in this case might correspond to morphological constraints, for example).
Note also that the gap after position 3 in Fig. 1 shows a much smaller ratio than the one after position 15. Unlike the /w/ case, however, the /j/ case is problematic given that Fig. 4 disappears) . We have thus evidence supporting the position that /j/ be also considered a separate phoneme (although somewhat less strongly than in the case of /w/). Fig. 5 shows a exponential decay for Spanish phonemes; such a distribution appears in many complex networks such as electricity power grid transmission lines and airport traffic [5] .
At this point, doubts might remain stemming from the fact that we have based our analysis on a single text. To corroborate that the intuition was indeed correct, we repeated the procedure on ten additional texts, increasing thus the sample size by an order of magnitude. Reassuringly, the results were reproduced. Details can be found in Appendix C.
On a separate final issue, and mainly for the sake of completeness, it is noteworthy that any attempt to consider diphthongs as separate phonemes, a position not lacking distinguished supporters [20] , leads to highly untenable results (Figs. 6 and 7), providing thus very strong evidence against such a stand. 
Conclusions
Using simple ideas motivated by the behavior of complex systems in general, and guided by physics principles, we have articulated a straightforward criterion for phonemeness determination, an elusive problem in linguistics.
The method consists of assessing relative frequency-distribution smoothness.
For the particular case we chose to study, we conclude that it is reasonable to consider the Spanish semiconsonants /w/ and /j/ as separate phonemes from their respective vowel counterparts /u/ and /i/, although the evidence for the /j/ case is somewhat less strong than for the /w/ case and would benefit from further investigation. (It is possible that the status of /j/ determination is complicated by the fact that its counting involves dealing with the full consonant /Ã/ as well.)
As language has been so central a topic in the study of complexity, this discussion grants us, in addition, by setting the stage for establishing analogies with other physical systems, an opportunity to gain insight into emerging properties in the broader complex systems debate.
The present exploratory article has made the tacit assumption, common in linguistics, that the classification of the sounds of a language into distinct phonemes is a viable model. Some authors, however, warn us that "contrast must be treated as a gradient phenomenon at the phonological level, with membership of a phonemic inventory being a matter of degree" [3] . Indeed, languages are known to make changes in their phonemic inventory over centuries, and any state of transition would be expected to cause classification difficulties. Perhaps a wider discussion is needed in this sense. The redundancy value for Fig. 3 is the highest among the smooth figures (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5). We might speculate that the emergence of /w/ as a separate phoneme might compensate for a loss of redundancy as the Spanish phoneme inventory simplified over the centuries [21] .
Future work could apply the methodology presented in this exploratory article to a variety of problematic phonological features throughout world languages.
The method could also be applied to study diachronic phoneme evolution over the centuries, in order for example to measure phoneme phase transitions.
Appendix A. Assumptions
We list here explicitly all the assumptions made during the analysis. The assumptions are not weak; we rely on past successes of low-resolution approaches to complex systems.
First, we assumed there is nothing peculiar about the chosen text, the 1945 short story El Aleph by J. L. Borges [22] (which was selected randomly from a list of Spanish language literature), and that its length is adequate.
The properties of language under study are thus assumed to be robust enough that they reproduce themselves at the level of a single text. This issue was corroborated by subsequent considerations, as described in appendix C.
Second, we worked under the assumption that text is a good enough proxy for speech. One of the difficulties arising from this assumption is that there exist artifacts of spelling, e.g. the use of two letters for the same phoneme ("b" and "v"); this difficulty is partly countered by our simple phonemization scheme presented in Appendix B. The other related difficulty is that, even if transcription were perfectly phonological, the way a person writes is not the way he or she speaks, so our measurement is only approximate in this sense (and the distance if even greater with spontaneous, non-careful speech).
Third, we used for the analysis the features of typical Latin American Spanish (which means no distinction between /s/ and /T/, on one hand, and also typically between /Ã/ and /L/, on the other), as this type of Spanish corresponds to a majority of speakers of the language.
Fourth, it was assumed that /Ã/ and /j/ remain separate phonemes.
Finally, as is usual in phonological analyses, the stress phoneme was ignored, so words differing only in their stress, such as "público" and "publicó,"
would be indistinguishable in our analysis. (An exception to this assumption was made for the analysis leading to Fig. 5 , as discussed in Section 3.)
Appendix B. Phonemization used in case study
The following is the basic phonemization [12] process performed on the raw data. Even though this procedure is crude, going beyond this scheme would be unproductive, given the low resolution stance of the paper as a whole.
Once the text was lower-cased, diacritical marks were eliminated ("ñ" was maintained, however, as it represents the phoneme /ñ/). We then performed the following replacements (indicated by arrows) as a rough approximation to a 1-to-1 mapping between symbols and phonemes. The underscore sign stands for an empty space. We note that, after the aforementioned substitutions, all of the final symbols in the working text are identical to the International Phonetic Alphabet symbols, except for the following: "v" stands for /Ù/, "y" stands for /Ã/, "q" stands for /r/, "r" stands for /R/, "ñ" stands for /ñ/. We make no use of /T/ or /L/ for the reasons explained in Appendix A.
Appendix C. Replication of results on additional texts
In order to check the ideas of the present paper, we performed the procedure on ten additional texts of Spanish language literature (1940-1960 pe- 
